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EilCLOSURE 1

Arkansas Power and Light Company
Arkansas fluclear One, Unit flo. 2
Docket flo. 50-368

fiOTICE OF VIOLATI0ft

Based on the results of an flRC inspection conducted August 22-25, 28-31,
September 5-8 and 11-13,1978, it appears that certain of your activities
were not conducted in full compliance with conditions of your Operating
License flo. flPF-6 as indicated below:

1. Technical Specification 3.5.3 requires that at least one ECCS
subsystem be operable, including an operable High Pressure
Safety Injection (HPSI) pump and an operable flow path. This
specification is applicable in operational mode 3 when pressurizer
pressure is less than 1700 psia.

Contrary to the above, at about 1045 hours on September 8,1978,
the plant was in operational mode 3 with pressurizer pressure at
about 675 psia with all three HPSI pump hand syitches in the
" Pull to Lock" position such that no ECCS subs stems were operable.s

This is an infraction.

2. Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures shall
be established and implemented for surveillance and test activities
of safety related equipment.

Contrary to the above, a written procedure had not been established
and implemented for the performance of the monthly channel check
of the Triaxial Time-History Accelerographs ACS-8001 and ACS-8002
as required by Technical Specification Table 4.3-4. As a result,
the monthly check of ACS-8001 and ACS-8002 was not performed prior
to entering mode 6, nor within the following 31 day period.

- This is an infraction.

3. Technical Specification 3.7.11 requires that if a penetration fire
barrier is non-functional, a continuous fire watch be established
on at least one side of the affected penetration within one hour.
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Contrary to the above, on August 25, 1978 during the day shift,
the inspector found a non-functional penetration fire barrier in
the 2A3 switchgear room for which a fire watch had not been
established. A temporary cable had been passed through the
penetration for several days.

This is an infraction
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